
SAMSUNG H6410 LED TELEVISIONS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Enjoy a faster and easier Smart TV experience and control your TV the way you want. Building on the
success of the industry's leading Smart TV platform6 and renowned design, this stylish white Samsung H6410
brings an elegant and super responsive Smart TV experience to your living room. The industry's reference Smart
platform just got better, faster and easier; in addition to exclusive apps such as ITV Player, you can now control
your TV the way you always wanted to with the intuitive Smart Control - a great Smart TV experience.

KEY FEATURES (SHORT)

S Recommendation with Voice Interaction - ask your TV for personalized viewing recommendations
Samsung's Smart Hub - the industry's reference platform just got better
Games Panel - discover a variety of fun games instantly on the largest screen in your home
Samsung Smart Control - control your TV how you want to

KEY FEATURES

Quad Core 
The powerful Quad Core processor in the H6410 significantly boosts performance with faster access to
Smart features and true multitasking capabilities. Enjoy super-fast app response times, watch TV while
simultaneously taking a Skype call or carry on viewing your favourite programme whilst using an app. It’s
now even easier to toggle between apps, online services and on-air TV, a truly seamless TV experience.
S Recommendation with Voice Interaction 
S Recommendation with Voice Interaction3 lets you discover more of the TV you love by suggesting
what's new to watch based on what you like. It intelligently learns your preferences; the more you watch
the smarter it gets. All you need to do is ask your TV to find you something to watch, it will respond to
your natural voice and instantly search Live TV, video on demand services and apps to recommend TV
and online content tailored to you. Now you'll always know what's on without the need to look for it.
Smart Hub 
The industry's reference Smart platform6 just got better. The leading Smart TV experience is now even
more powerful, with faster access to Smart features, true multitasking and an intuitive interface. As soon
as you turn your TV on the Smart Hub7 provides instant access to your most frequently used and
favourite content, channels and sources from the new customizable bar at the bottom of the screen. To
enable you to access even more great entertainment the Smart Hub intelligently organises and manages
all your content into five easy to navigate panels: On TV; Movies & TV Shows; Multimedia; Apps; and
Games panel. Come and join over 1 Million weekly users accessing the Samsung Smart Hub, and check
out samsung.com for the latest Smart entertainment offers in movies, TV, sports, kids, music and
lifestyle. 
Games panel
The exciting new Games panel lets you and your family enjoy a wide variety of fun games instantly on the
largest screen in your home, without the need for any additional hardware. It couldn't be any easier; simply
download the game you want to play from the panel and choose your method of control - the Samsung
Smart remote, your compatible Smart phone or gaming controller. 



Samsung Smart Control
"The new Samsung Smart Control combines an ergonomic design with motion recognition, a touch pad
and a new button console to provide you with simpler, more accurate content selection and ultra-
responsive control. When navigating the Samsung Smart Hub panels or accessing content listings
spanning multiple pages, you can use the remote’s touchpad to literally flip from page to page and select
the content you want using the four directional buttons. Intuitive motion recognition makes navigating and
selecting content a breeze, simply point and select. The Smart Control also includes Voice Interaction
functionality, enabling you to find Web or video content quickly and conveniently using natural language. 
On TV panel
Samsung's On TV panel is the gateway to a new and exciting TV experience. It creates a personalised TV
schedule for you based on what you want to watch, when you want to watch it, by displaying the channel
that you last viewed as well as alternative tailored suggestions that are airing now or next. You can further
tailor your On TV experience by exploring personalised recommendations by category, such as Movies &
Dramas, Sports and Kids'.
Design
Encased in an attractive white frame, the unique Design of H6410 adds elegance and style to its
surroundings. Combined with a stunning semi Arc silver stand, this beautifully designed TV will
complement any room in your home. 
Clear Motion Rate 
Experience sharp picture quality, even when you are watching fast-moving images like sports or action
movies. Clear Motion Rate measures how well a TV can depict fast-moving images. A CMR of 400Hz is a
strong level of motion clarity. TVs with this CMR can display action-packed movement with sharpness,
clarity and contrast.
Football Mode 
Feel like you're actually in the stadium cheering on your favourite team with Samsung's Football Mode8.
At the press of a button it optimises picture and sound settings for a better football viewing experience.
With the Auto Highlights feature, your TV can automatically select and save important moments of the big
match on your connected hard drive (not included) so that you can watch them again and again at your
leisure. 
Full HD 
Samsung's Full HD 1080p TV displays a picture quality that’s crisp, clear and breathtakingly life-like to
create an immersive TV experience.
Active Full HD 3D 
Samsung Active Full HD 3D brings your TV to life – get closer to the action, immerse yourself in the
drama - from every angle the Samsung 3D experience is the same, without compromising on superior 2D
High Definition picture quality. Lightweight 3D glasses enable you to experience outstanding picture quality,
greater depth and vibrant colours and enjoy the full 3D experience.
Catch Up services 
Enjoy the best range of Catch Up services9 on any Smart TV, including ITV Player (exclusive to
Samsung), BBC iPlayer, 4oD, Demand 5 & BBC Sports, ensuring you'll never miss your favourite drama,
comedy, documentary, sporting event or radio programme again.
SoundConnect 
Get the full entertainment experience and enjoy the convenience of wireless sound with Samsung
SoundConnect. Easily synchronise your TV to Samsung's range of compatible Soundbar and Docking
solutions wirelessly via Bluetooth for a cleaner and effortless enhanced sound experience. 
Freeview HD 
Freeview HD is a free to air digital service built into your TV to offer more choice. With free access to over
50 standard definition TV channels and 4 HD channels (including ITV HD, BBC One HD, BBC HD and 4
HD), now there's always something to watch!
Built-in Wi-Fi 
Built-in Wi-Fi provides easier access to all your Smart TV content. No wires required, just turn the TV on,
connect to your home wireless network and enjoy. 



Smart View 2.0 
The Smart View 2.0 app turns your compatible Smart phone or tablet into a second TV screen. Need to
leave the room while your favourite programme is on? Take it with you. You can even watch a different
channel to the one on your TV by selecting a different source on the app. Share those special photos,
videos and music stored on your mobile device on your TV via the Smart View 2.0 app and the Multimedia
panel. You can even use your Smart phone or tablet as a game controller and enjoy all the exciting titles
available on the Games panel. 
Screen Mirroring 
Screen Mirroring lets you wirelessly share what’s on your Smart phone & tablet screen with your
Samsung Smart TV. Browse the internet, watch online videos, or play mobile games on the biggest screen
in your home.
Terms and Conditions
"3S Recommendation provides recommendations based upon popular content until it has built sufficient
insight into viewing preferences to enable it to make personal recommendations. S Recommendation/On
TV requires a Freeview, Freesat, Virgin Media or Sky TV input to operate. Recommendations and content
based on channels available. Internet access and collection and use of personal data required. Voice
Interaction limited to the official language of the country of purchase.
Performance may vary based on content availability, clarity and volume of your voice, and ambient noise
levels. Not all dialects and languages are supported. Voice Interaction will only be available through the
Smart Control."
6AV Forums Reference Status awarded to Samsung Smart Hub platform (14th of March 2013)
7Certain features with the Smart Hub may not be available without expressed consent regarding the
collection and use of personal information. Content available through Smart Hub may vary among product
categories, models and territories. Certain applications must be purchased and may not be available in all
regions. 
8Features may vary by region and depending on TV model specifications. Auto Highlights only available on
TVs with PVR (Personal Video Recorder) functions. External HDD drive (not included) is required to
activate Auto Highlights.
9Catch up apps available now or coming soon on all 2014 Smart TVs (H4500-HU8500). Apps may not
operate on previous Samsung Smart TVs. Recommended minimum broadband speed for catch up apps is
2Mbps.
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